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1. Executive Summary  
Critical issues 
• What does Council want to achieve?  

Do the suggested goals and objectives 
reflect our vision? 

• How is camping provision in the district 
able to best support tourism recovery?   

Working with others to provide 
opportunities in a post Covid 19 world  

• How to ensure visitors camp 
responsibly?  

Balancing the ‘carrot and the stick’ 

• How to best respond to our community? 
Within the permissive framework of the 
FCA  

• How to ensure a consistent approach? 
Nationally and across Te Tau Ihu  

• How to manage the ferry factor? 
Intensive specific visitor pressures in the Picton area 
 

What Is going well? Where can we improve? 
Regulation  

• An effective Freedom Camping Bylaw that 
o contains suitable prohibitions 
o contains mostly appropriate restrictions 

• Enforcement resourcing, effort and 
approach is successfully managing areas 
of pressure.  

• Pursue regional consistency in regulating 
non-self-contained (non-SC) campers 

• Improve some restricted area conditions 
and consider better options for Picton  

• Develop better documentation of the 
rationale for restrictions 

• Ensure consistency with Reserves Act 
Provision  

• Most sites are well managed with 
appropriate facilities of a good quality 

 

• Review and improve main road signage 

• Further restrict locations where camping 
occurs if negative impacts are likely 

• Further define some sites by landscaping  
Collaboration  

• Active participation in the Freedom 
Camping Forum 

• Taking opportunities for MBIE grant 

support 

• Actively seek central Government action 
on redefining our tourism sector including 
any necessary legislative improvements 

• Actively participate in community and 
business forums 

Communication  

• Well-structured information and education 
initiatives for campers through a variety of 
channels 

• Work with adjoining councils to provide 
consistent messaging  

• Ensure bylaw review communication 
focusses on effectively explaining rationale 
for proposals and decisions.  

The natural 
environment 
is protected 

and enhanced

The quality of 
life of local 

communities 
is mantained

Economic 
activity is 

sustainable 
and benefits 

the local 
economy

Responsible 
campers are 
welcomed 
and enjoy 
their stay
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2. Purpose  
 

The Marlborough District Council (Council) has identified the need for a more strategic and long-

term sustainable approach to the management of camping for visitors to the region.  

The review looks at past, present and possible future patterns of budget campers within the 

district and considers the various management responses undertaken by Council. These 

responses to date have included the development and updates to a freedom camping bylaw 

under the Freedom Camping Act 2011 (FCA), direct provision of designated sites and facilities 

and a significant information and education programme for visitors. 

The report will provide background direction to the upcoming review of the Freedom Camping 

Bylaw this year as well as guidance for future operating and capital budgets within the 

community facilities activity. It was made possible with funding support from the Ministry of 

Business Innovation and Employment (MBIE) through the Responsible Camping Fund. 

 

3. Scope 
 

The review considers all camping activity within Marlborough District with a focus on the demand 

for low cost or free camping. It considers the supply of existing facilities and sites currently 

provided by others as well as by the Council and extends to assessing other future facilities and 

sites if considered necessary. 

 

The administration of the Camping Ground Regulations (1985), also administered by Council are 

not the focus of this review, however the implications of these regulations on camping within the 

district are also taken into account.  
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4. Process 
 
It is important to understand the existing context, the motivations and behaviours of our visitors, 

the management responses to date by Council, and the perspectives of our iwi and community 

partners. From this information, wider goals and objectives have been proposed, critical issues 

and options assessed, and a number of specific recommendations made for the future 

management and promotion of responsible camping. 

 

  

Context

• Statutory and Policy Framework

• National research and working party outcomes and actions

• Current management approach of other Councils and 
organisations

Current State

• Freedom camper profile, motivations and behaviours

• Existing benefits and negative impacts

• Current management approach in Marlborough District

• Community, business and visitor perspectives

Issues and 
Options

• Future freedom camping demand and site spatial distribution 
and supply 

• Identification of future opportunities and negative impacts

• Review the level and type of influence Council and other 
Government agencies have

Responses 
and Actions

• Define target outcomes and specfic objectives

• Review effectiveness of the current management approach 

• Assess options and management tools available

• Develop site assessment criteria and review existing and 
possible future sites

• Consider and recommend changes to the bylaw, sites, 
infrastruture and indicative budgets
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5. Background 

As the gateway to the South Island and a district comprising distinctive, diverse and scenic 

landscapes, outdoor activities and internationally renowned wineries, it’s not a surprise that 

Marlborough has always been a popular camping holiday destination. Generations of New 

Zealanders and visitors alike use camping as a way to explore New Zealand and to connect with 

nature. 

In recent years, there has been a significant increase in the level of overnight vehicle-based 

camping activity - particularly for budget travellers who wish to stay overnight for free.  

This increased use has resulted a tension between the desire both to protect the traditional ‘kiwi 

way’ of free camping, as provided for within the FCA and to fulfill Government tourism and 

economic development objectives but at the same time to avoid high visitor numbers creating 

negative effects on local communities, infrastructure and the environment. This tension is further 

exacerbated by some parts of the commercial accommodation sector such as campgrounds and 

backpackers consistently reporting negative effects on patronage as a result of the current 

statutory framework.  

As with many other councils around New Zealand, significant time and resources have been 

invested over the past few years to respond to managing freedom camping and promoting 

responsible camping. Council has used a variety of regulatory and non-regulatory methods to 

manage these issues.  

These methods have included:  

• Adopting the Freedom Camping Bylaw1 (the Bylaw) which includes the restricting the 

use of some areas where impacts on the environment, health and safety, and community 

are deemed too great. 

• Informing campers through the Council website, online social media channels, and 

applications (e.g. Campermate2) leaflets and through advocacy by compliance 

contractors. 

• Enforcing the provisions of the Bylaw, moving campers on and issuing infringement 

notices where needed. 

• Working with volunteer groups, campers, and landowners to reduce issues. 

• Actively engaging with the Responsible Camping Forum and supporting its social media 

education campaign. 

• Providing additional facilities and sites for freedom campers with financial support from 

Government’s Tourism Infrastructure Fund (TIF) and Responsible Camping Fund. 

 
1 Marlborough District Council Freedom Camping Bylaw 2012 (amended 2016) 
2   https://www.campermate.co.nz/ 
 

https://www.campermate.co.nz/
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6. What is Responsible Camping and Freedom 

Camping? 
Responsible camping is a wider term used to reflect the 

desired behaviour of all campers enjoying the New Zealand 

outdoors, irrespective of the sites and locations they seek to 

stay at, the type of vehicle they drive, or equipment they have. 

It is about travelling safely and respecting the environment and 

the communities in which they visit. 

This responsible camping message has been the subject of 

recent promotions by Tourism New Zealand (TNZ), Tourism 

Industry Aotearoa (TIA) and Tourism Industry New Zealand 

Trust (TINZT). 

Freedom camping can be broadly described as camping for 

free outside of an established camping area, either in a vehicle 

or tent on public land close to roads, the foreshore or a Great 

Walk. 

Under the FCA it is more formally defined as: to camp (other 

than at a camping ground) within 200 m of a motor vehicle 

accessible area or the mean low-water springs line of any sea 

or harbour, or on or within 200 m of a formed road or a Great 

Walks Track, in either a tent or other temporary structure, a 

caravan or a car, campervan, house truck, or other motor 

vehicle. 

Under the FCA, freedom camping does not include short-term parking of a motor vehicle, day-

trip excursions or resting or sleeping at the roadside in a caravan or motor vehicle to avoid driver 

fatigue. do we want to  

7. What does Council want to achieve? 
In order to select management actions that will most effectively promote responsible camping, it 

is important to determine what Council is trying to achieve. 

While the protection of the environment is likely to be the overarching and most important goal, it 

is also to maintain the quality of life of local communities ensuring there are economic and other 

benefits to welcoming and providing for visitors. These types of goals can be achievable by 

providing a wide range of opportunities for camping and to welcome visitors that reciprocate by 

showing respect and a positive contribution to the places and the communities through which 

they pass. 

A set of proposed goals and objectives are provided below. In the absence of other current high-

level Council strategic direction, these have been used to consider responses and 

recommendations within this report. 
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       Goals    Objectives   

 

 

 

 

  

• Camping occurs where suitable facilities are 
available (on site or in vehicles) 

• The numbers of visitors at sites are sustainable 
and within the capacity of any facilities provided 

• Environmentally and culturally sensitive sites are 
protected 

• Campers respect the environment and comply 
with Bylaw requirements 

 

• There are a wide range of opportunities for 
responsible camping available in the district 

• Visitors know where they can camp and what is 
expected of them 

• Facilities are safe and fit for purpose 

• Visitors demonstrate their awareness, 
appreciation and respect of our special places 
through reciprocity 

 

• Residents are able to maintain their lifestyles in 
the presence of campers 

• Reserves and public areas remain available, 
accessible and appealing for community use 

• The community feels positive about sharing its 
special places with visitors  

• Campers spend money in the district and 
opportunities for additional expenditure are 
encouraged and available 

• A range of camping and other accommodation 
options remain available for visitors   

• Campers contribute towards their stay and any 
facilities they use 
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8. Who are the campers? 
Camping with the Marlborough District is undertaken by a wide range of people including 

international and domestic visitors, old and young, those on holiday, touring, or here for other 

reasons such as for employment or through homelessness. 

A variety of information is now available nationally on the demographics of campers and 

freedom campers. The Campermate application has also been funded by Central Government to 

produce regional reports on user dynamics by region. Camper surveys have also been 

undertaken by the Ministry of Business Innovation and Employment, Nelson City Council and 

Kaikoura District Council over the 2019/20 summer to give us a good picture.  

With the recent closing of borders in response to Covid 19, camping visitor patterns are likely to 

significantly change in the short term with lower overall numbers and a correspondingly high 

proportion of domestic campers. 

 

8.1. Camper movements 

An estimated over 44,000 campervans, motorhomes, caravans and other non-commercial vans 

arrived in Marlborough off the ferries over the course of the last year. Most of this pressure has 

been between October and April, peaking between December and February. A similar flow has 

also occurred for travellers heading north from the South Island over the same seasonal period.  

As the majority of visitors are moving to and from the ferry terminal in Picton, higher visitor 

pressure has occurred along and close to SH1 and SH6, particularly in and around Blenheim 

and in locations close to Picton such as Queen Charlotte Drive, Kenepuru Road, Port 

Underwood Road and Koromiko.3 Campers are also encountered at some levels throughout the 

district. 

 

 
3 Campermate National Freedom Camping Report 
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Reports generated by Campermate of its users indicate that almost three quarters of campers 

drive through the district without spending a night, with most others spending only 1 night and 

less than 10%, more than 1 night.  

 
Of the designated freedom camping sites provided for in the current Bylaw, the Wairau Diversion 

Reserve, accommodates the most significant numbers. Taylor Dam, Renwick Domain and 

Collins Reserve are also consistently full to their respective prescribed limits. 
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8.2. Camper profiles 

There are a number of different types of campers that visit the district, each with its own 

demographic, behaviour and motivation profile. Through discussions with staff, contractors and 

stakeholders, the following profiles summarise the types of camper groups utlising Marlborough 

District. Further detailed descriptions of these profiles are available in Appendix 1. 

 

• International Free Roamers 

Young budget travellers primarily from Europe in small hired or owned 

vehicles (SC or non-SC) spending weeks or months in NZ, seeking free 

or budget sites.  

• Grey Nomads 

Retired or semi-retired NZ or Australian travellers in larger SC vehicles 

travelling over longer periods seeking a range of sites. 

• NZ Outdoor Recreation Users 

Locals camping or staying in owned vehicles (SC or non-SC) at more 

remote areas as a base for fishing/whitebaiting, hunting or other outdoor 

recreation. 

• NZ Lifestyle Nomads 

Lifestyle travellers/young people on a road trip over longer periods 

seeking free camping.  

• Independent Tourists 

Travellers in larger hired SC campervans usually staying in commercial 

campgrounds, on relatively short visits seeking key tourist highlights. 

• Cycle Tourists or Te Araroa Walkers 

Most commonly, international travellers staying in tents at campsites 

along Queen Charlotte Track, Queen Charlotte Drive, Pelorus Valley or 

highways with bikes. 

• Touring Family 

Common over the summer months and school holidays, this group, 

primarily from NZ or Australia, tour the South Island in caravans or owned 

or hired campervans, staying in commercial or DOC campgrounds.  

•  Single Destination Family 

Primarily NZ families travelling over the summer months, based in one 

location, usually commercial or DOC campgrounds. 

• Seasonal Workers 

International or NZ young people seeking work and free or low-cost 

accommodation.  

• Homeless/Rough Sleepers 

Local or people from other parts of the country without anywhere to live. 
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9. Current management approach 

Council has a welcoming approach to all forms of camping within the district actively promoting 

commercial holiday parks, Department of Conservation (DOC) campsites, as well as providing 

sites and facilities suitable for freedom camping on Council administered land. 

Soon after the FCA came into law in 2011, Council made the decision to develop a bylaw as a 

means of controlling adverse effects of freedom camping. Since the Freedom Camping Bylaw 

was implemented in 2012, there have been several further proposed changes, trials and 

community consultations regarding its content and administration. The current operative version 

was amended in 2016.  

The changes that have occurred in the management of freedom camping since 2011 have been 

progressively towards increasing the level of control and restrictions to address issues and 

community concerns. Education and information programmes have also been reframed towards 

promoting ‘responsible camping’ behaviours for all campers camping within NZ. 

9.1. Information and education 

Council staff and contractors currently place a significant amount of emphasis on providing good 

quality information regarding camping opportunities and the rules and expectations when visiting 

Marlborough.  A variety of communication channels are used to achieve this including: 

 

• Publication of brochures distributed through the ISite, accommodation providers and the 

ferries  

• Council website 

• Destination Marlborough website 

• Social Media 

• Traveller apps including Campermate, Rankers etc. 

• Signs 

 

Rangers and compliance patrols have also been using an education approach in the first 

instance before using formal enforcement powers. 

 

It is understood that Council has a system for recording feedback and service requests from the 

community – which is important for a responsive customer focussed organisation. A surprisingly 

low number of complaints regarding freedom camping seem to have been recorded within this 

system (7 complaints over the last 3 years).  
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9.2. Freedom Camping Bylaw 

The management approach reflected in the current Bylaw includes a significant number of 

prohibited sites as well as relatively large number of restricted areas. 

The prohibited areas include most of the urban settlements, sites where negative effects have 

occurred previously, as well as extensive sections of local roads. This is due to the large number 

of roads, particularly those in the Marlborough Sounds, that are narrow, winding and with few 

suitable places to pull off or park for the night.  

The restricted areas include both generic restrictions for the whole district as well as specific 

locations where camping is considered appropriate, provided specific conditions are followed to 

manage effects. 

The generic restrictions include the requirement to camp in a self-contained (SC) vehicle4, spend 

no more than 2 consecutive nights at a site in any four-week period and to act responsibly by not 

lighting fires, blocking access, or disposing of waste inappropriately. The specific site-based 

restrictions define the permitted type of camping (tents, non-SC vehicles or SC vehicles), 

number of sites, location, and number of nights/times of day permitted. 

The Bylaw does not currently explicitly describe the default situation under the Reserves Act 

1977 where camping is not permitted in reserves, unless provided for under an approved 

reserve management plan or with the consent of a council under delegated authority from the 

Minister (of Conservation). This may be an area where an inconsistency between the FCA and 

Reserves Act currently exists. 

9.3. Enforcement 

Given the flow of visitors to and from the ferries, and the extensive geography of the district, 

compliance and enforcement has had its challenges since the Bylaw was first implemented in 

2012. In early years, compliance and enforcement work was primarily undertaken by one ranger 

but is now undertaken by a contractor and wider team supported by Council ranger staff. 

Financial support has been provided by MBIE through the Responsible Camping Fund, to assist 

with this work. 

A greater emphasis on education has more recently been focus of enforcement officers, with the 

promotion of responsible camping and education taking place before issuing of infringement 

notices, which in most cases only occur after warnings have been given. As a direct reflection of 

this change in approach, the number of infringement notices issued has been low relative to the 

number of campers visiting the district and the numbers issued by other councils.  

Over the 2019-20 summer season only 7 infringement notices have been issued in Marlborough. 

As a comparison, Nelson City issued 245 (up 27% from the previous year but more patrols 

undertaken), Tasman District 164 (down 28%) and Kaikoura District in its first year following the 

development of a new bylaw - 6 infringement notices.  

 
4 As defined in Freedom Camping Bylaw 2012 as having a warrant issued under NZS 5465:2001 
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These numbers contrast dramatically with Queenstown Lakes District Council that issued 2488 

infringement notices over the same period. 

 

  
 

Infringement notices have been generally issued in similar proportions to the numbers of 

campers using various sites. The highest number of infringement notices over the last three 

years have been at the Wairau Diversion followed by Collins Reserve/Freeths Road and the 

Double Bay/Ohingaroa sites along Kenepuru Road. No problem areas stand out, however, this 

was not always the case with significant issues at the Collins Reserve site before the Bylaw was 

amended to limit numbers, the site redesigned and enforcement effort increased. 

Over the last 3 years, infringement notices have mostly been issued for staying overnight on a 

non-SC basis in a location where this is not permitted; for exceeding the permitted number of 

campers at a restricted site or staying overnight in a prohibited area.  

Very few infringement notices have been issued for depositing waste or overstaying the number 

of consecutive nights per four-week period. 

Verifying the self-containment status of a vehicle has been an ongoing problem given the 

extensive number of small vans that claim to be certified SC, either through incorrect certification 

or by accessing fraudulently obtained compliance stickers.  
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10. Factors to consider  

10.1. Demand and supply 

Demand 

Marlborough hosts many domestic and international visitors over the course of the year. This 

visitor flow occurs all year but is concentrated over the summer months. 

The number of international visitors to the district have risen steadily over the previous 5-

year period from 152,659 in 2015 to 177,290 in 2019 (16% increase)5 Given the recent 

closing of borders following the arrival of Covid 19, international tourism is now likely to 

plummet in the short to medium term.  

Domestic tourism is also a significant element of visitor demand, with over 58% of 745,000 total 

guest nights using commercial accommodation over the two years being from domestic rather 

than international visitors.6 A greater emphasis on the further promotion of domestic tourism is 

likely to occur in upcoming months to assist struggling businesses and the local economy. 

It is expected that overall total visitor numbers to the district will be significantly lower over the 

next couple of years, as a result of closed and restricted borders, with a gradual increase over 

the next few years to probably lower levels than recently experienced. 

Nationally, the proportion of international visitors who undertake freedom camping in New 

Zealand has, until recently, been rising steadily.7  

 
Source: MBIE International Visitor Survey 

The number of domestic visitors choosing to travel with campervans or motorhomes has also 

been increasing and is likely to continue to do so with our aging population and baby boomers 

reaching retirement age and having time to travel. 

 
5 Statistics NZ, International Visitor Survey 
6 Statistics NZ, Commercial Accommodation Monitor, September 2019 
7 MBIE, International Visitor Survey 
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As the primary entry and departure point to the South Island, and given the number of local 

attractions, it is likely that Marlborough experiences a higher percentage of visitors travelling in 

campervans and motorhomes, caravans and modified vans than other areas. The volume of 

these categories of vehicles using the Cook Strait ferries over recent years has amounted to 

an estimated 88,000 vehicle movements annually, peaking in February with over 14000 

vehicle arrivals and departures.  

Supply 
Supply for camping is available in many forms including: 

• Privately operated commercial campgrounds  

• Department of Conservation (DOC) campsites 

• Council freedom camping sites 

• New Zealand Motor Caravan Association (NZMCA) private ‘park over’ sites 

• Camperable8 private ‘park over’ sites 

There are currently 29 registered campgrounds within the Marlborough District. Of these, two 

are provided by the Department of Conservation (DOC) and two are owned by the Council and 

leased to private operators. DOC is also a significant provider of a range of other camping 

facilities both with road access and within the wider Marlborough Sounds and other conservation 

areas. Most of these contain basic facilities with relatively modest charges. NZMCA operates a 

site at the Waterlea racecourse and has various other ‘park over’ sites operated by members 

including a large site at Freeths Road Koromiko. These sites generally cater for SC vehicles and 

usually charge $5 - $10 per vehicle per night.  Facilities vary from site to site, but typically water 

supply is provided, with dump stations and rubbish facilities also provided at some sites. Limits 

also apply for how many days per calendar month a member may use a site. 

Council currently identifies thirteen sites for freedom camping as an option for campers under 

the current Bylaw.  Six of these sites also permit non-SC vehicles and four provide for tents.  

 

Site Self-contained 
vehicles 

Non 
self-contained 

vehicles 

Tents 

Elterwater Reserve    

Blarich Reserve    

Double Bay Reserve    

Ohingaroa Reserve    

Ohauparuparu Reserves    

Wairau Diversion    

Taylor Dam (Upper)    

Alfred Stream Reserve    

Brown River Reserve    

Renwick Domain Carpark    

Collins Memorial Reserve    

Wynen Street Carpark    

Anakiwa Village Green    

 
8 https://campable.com 

https://campable.com/
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Under the 2011 FCA and 2012 Bylaw, freedom camping in SC vehicles is also permitted in other 

areas in the District outside of prohibited areas.  

The combined provision from both the private and public sector results in a significant total 

annual capacity within campgrounds across the district. While camping areas in some locations 

are busy over the summer months, capacity exists for the majority of the year. 

Data produced by Statistics NZ indicates that region-wide, commercial camping grounds have 

significant annual capacity with occupancy rates averaging 23-28% for the last two years. During 

the peak period of January, these occupancy rates increase to 50-58% although some popular 

individual sites will be full at this time.9 Occupancy rates at other non-commercial camping areas 

vary significantly, with short peaks when coastal campgrounds (such as DOC sites at 

Whatamangu Bay Whites Bay and Rarangi) may be full, but at most times of the year, significant 

capacity remains. Other more remote campsites (such as in the Wakamarina or Onamalutu 

Valley) may receive few overnight visitors all year round. 

 

 

A high-level comparison of camping related vehicles using Cook Strait ferries10  against total 

available non powered site camping capacity in Picton and the wider district indicates adequate 

total capacity exists. While it is likely that some camping pressure does not involve the use of the 

ferries, even in the busiest months there remains a gap between total supply and demand – 

particularly if powered site capacity were also considered within this analysis.  

This does not however mean that campers will utilise available capacity or that no provision 

issue exists, as sites may not be in locations where pressure exists and many campers may 

choose to not utilise the provision available, such as those campers that appear to avoid any 

costs and go to extraordinary lengths to freedom camp, where this option is available.    
 

 
9 Statistics New Zealand Commercial Accommodation Monitor 2017-2019 
10 Ferry data includes motorhomes, campervans, non-commercial vans and caravans.  
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Another factor to consider is that many campers arriving or leaving Picton are only requiring a 

single or part night accommodation. The willingness for budget campers to pay for a full night’s 

accommodation is likely to be even lower in this common circumstance.  

 

Pricing 

Price appears to be a primary determinant of budget traveller behaviour. Campers will gravitate 

to free camping sites in the first instance including overcrowded sites, rather than heading for the 

next cheapest option nearby. They will also travel further outside of their desired destination to 

use a free or less expensive site elsewhere.  The provision of a limited number of free sites can 

draw campers in from a wider area that might otherwise be the case.  

At present prices range between $15-20 per person per night (minimum 2 persons) for 

commercial camping grounds and $8-$15 for DOC campsites. As provided for by the FCA, free 

camping is also permitted within the district - apart from where it is prohibited or restricted under 

the Bylaw. 

Many van-based visitors are seeking free or low-cost sites and will accept a low level of facilities 

in return. Reducing the financial ‘gap’ between camping options, where possible is worthwhile 

pursuing to try to influence behaviour to ensure all campgrounds receive a fair share of 

patronage, and that the facilities meet the needs of visitors. 

 

Potential options to address some of these supply issues include: 

 

• Commercial campgrounds considering whether it is possible to offer a lower cost /lower 

facility option to campers. 

• Ensuring designated free camping areas are in less desirable locations and have fewer 

facilities (i.e. suitable only for campers that require less facilities or are SC). 

• For those sites where Council or DOC provide sites with facilities and are in areas of high 

value to campers, consider the feasibility/legality of applying a small charge for use of 

these facilities in a way consistent with other current DOC campsites. 

• As part of the Picton Ferry Precinct Redevelopment, actively advocating for the ferry 

companies and Port Marlborough to provide for advance ferry boarding parking (early 

check in) or part night parking (late departure after arrival). 
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Location 

The other factor to consider is location of available supply. As well as the four commercial 

campgrounds available in Picton, there are several other camping areas available within 30-45 

mins drive of the town, providing a range of price and level of facility options. Many of these sites 

located within Picton have historically been busy over the peak summer period with limited 

availability for several weeks, but with capacity over the remainder of the year.  

 

 

In addition to the central Picton camping grounds, there are a number of other current camping 

options within an hour’s drive.  
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10.2. Benefits and costs 
Benefits 

There is no doubt that tourism as whole has produced a significant financial benefit to the 

Marlborough District over recent years. For the year ended March 2019 it delivered $394 million 

of direct spend into the local economy which was an increase of 2% from the previous year. 

Within this, camping and campervan tourism is an important market, although as noted in 

Section 8.2 there are variety of different types of campers, each with a different behaviour and 

budgetary profile.  

The arrival of Covid 19 has now however decimated the tourism industry for the immediate 

future, although gradual recovery is likely over following years. 

In recent years, total estimated spending by visitors who did some freedom camping increased 

significantly from $210 million in 2013 to $540 million in 2018. The growth in numbers and 

spending from this group of visitors has followed a similar pattern to that seen for total 

international visitors.11 Nationally, holiday parks guests contributed over $1 billion in direct 

expenditure to local communities. Approximately $612 million (60%) of the spending was from 

domestic travellers with a balance of $405 million (40%) spent by international travellers.12 

For those choosing to freedom camp at some stage during their visit, MBIE data also indicates 

that international visitors to New Zealand who did some freedom camping spent more on 

average. They suggest that one of the primary reasons for this is that those freedom camping 

tended to stay longer. The average length of stay in NZ for visitors who did some freedom 

camping was 46 days in 2017 and 2018, almost three times longer than the average of all other 

visitors (17 days).13 Other data provided through the Campermate application, which many 

budget campers are using, suggest the length of stay in Marlborough is very low, indicating that 

the benefit from this specific group of users as a result of staying longer may not be as high for 

Marlborough as calculated by MBIE for all visitors that freedom camp at some stage. 

 
Source: MBIE https://www.mbie.govt.nz/immigration-and-tourism/tourism-research-and-data/ 

 
11 MBIE International Visitor Survey 
12 Holiday Parks Association of NZ (HPANZ) 
13 MBIE International Visitor Survey 

https://www.mbie.govt.nz/immigration-and-tourism/tourism-research-and-data/
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In terms of daily spend by freedom campers, MBIE data from 2017 and 2018 indicates for those 

international visitors that do some freedom camping spend around half as much per day ($99) 

compared with all visitors ($195) These figures do not differentiate between the different user 

profiles that choose to freedom camp as described in Section 8.2.  

A variety of local surveys have been undertaken to try to further establish spending patterns and 

financial benefits from budget campers. 

In 2019, Tasman District Council undertook a survey of freedom campers using its sites in 

January and February 2019. At that time the ‘International Free Roamer’ freedom camper group 

was the most common user group using these sites with a daily ‘self-declared’ spend 

significantly lower than the MBIE estimate. The estimated expenditure for this group of freedom 

campers, (excluding vehicle hire) ranged between $30 and $50 per person per day.14 The 

survey also suggested that most of the expenditure by this group of freedom campers is spent 

on the basics such as food (including alcohol) and transport, with lower spending on 

accommodation and activities. 

Nelson City Council commissioned a similar survey over the 2019/20 summer season with 

preliminary figures indicating daily expenditure of around $100 per vehicle (excluding vehicle 

hire) This would similarly equate to $50 per person assuming the most common number of 

occupants in most campervans is 2 persons. 

These results contrast with $99 per person per day as described nationally for freedom campers 

which clearly reflects spending from a wider profile range of freedom campers.   

With a severely damaged tourism sector seeking to recover, a tension will exist between wanting 

to attract high value tourism while accepting that in these difficult times that any lower spend 

visitors may be better than no visitors.  

 

Costs 

Environmental 

There are well documented examples of the impacts of some irresponsible campers particularly 

in the disposal of human excrement and litter at popular camping sites. This may be irrespective 

of the facilities that are available on site or within vehicles.  

While this type of behaviour constitutes the minority of users, over time this behaviour can have 

a significant effect at these locations. 

Financial 

Council incurs additional costs in its management of responsible camping.  

These costs include:  

• Provision of facilities (capital) 

• Servicing of facilities (operating) 

• Drafting, consulting on and implementing a bylaw (operating) 

• Provision of information and education 

• Compliance and law enforcement 

 
14 Tasman District Council Freedom Camping Survey 2019 
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Irrespective of the local management approach or any wider advocacy or lobby for change to the 

way budget camping is managed on a national basis, the Council will continue to incur costs of 

some sort. Depending on the management approach selected the activities where these costs 

fall is likely to vary but will not be able to be avoided under current national tourism policy and 

legal settings. 

 

    Higher Enforcement Costs     Higher Facility Costs 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Over the last 3 years central Government funding has been made available through the Tourism 

Infrastructure Fund (TIF) and the Responsible Camping Fund to assist Council with many of 

these costs.   

The other cost implication is that of revenue foregone by commercial campgrounds and 

backpackers by freedom camping. This is difficult to quantify but has been communicated 

strongly as an issue by the accommodation sector. Legally a council is unable create a FCA 

bylaw that has the effect of prohibiting freedom camping in its district and is unable to use effects 

on businesses as a reason to prohibit or restrict camping.15 

Social 

As with other areas in the country clearly the activity of freedom camping annoys members of 

local communities. Some of these concerns relate to real or perceived financial or environmental 

impacts. Other concerns relate to physically detracting from local reserves through blocking 

access or by merely being present, blocking views or devaluing property. Other community 

frustration is the perception that campers are ‘freeloading’. Social ‘licence’ for tourism is 

important and needs to be taken into account in the way tourism is managed in New Zealand. 

This social impact is discussed in more detail within Section 10.3 which summarises community 

feedback.  

  

 
15 Section 11, Freedom Camping Act 2011 

Higher enforcement costs 

where a highly restrictive 

bylaw approach is 

selected and there are 

limited alternative site 

options that campers 

willingly use 

 

Higher facility costs where 

freedom camping sites 

and facilities are provided 
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10.3. What do our iwi partners, community and business think? 

Iwi 

In Marlborough District there are eight Te Tau Ihu iwi and Ngāi Tahu that are Treaty partners 

with the Crown. They work with Council, other local authorities and central Government 

agencies to meet statutory obligations under the Deeds of Settlement for each iwi. 

Iwi, hapu and whānau interest in Council’s role in managing responsible camping is embedded 

in their relationships with the land, the natural world through kaitiakitanga – the inherited 

obligation to uphold the integrity of the rohe for future generations. 

The activity of camping has the potential to affect the natural environment and the hauora 

(health) of the land.  Therefore, iwi, hapu and whānau have a strong interest in how Council 

manages this activity. To this end, input from iwi has been sought with the following common 

themes emerging from feedback received:  

• All camping activity should be assessed against the net restorative benefit to te taiao (the 

environment). 

• It is important to also raise visitor awareness of the significance of the rohe to whānau, 

hapū, and iwi and the need to respect these areas and other Māori cultural values. 

• The amount of budget camping should not exceed the carrying capacity for the 

environment that is being used. 

• A preferred approach of managing effects rather than criminalising the activity. 

• Support for the principle of pay to use (or some other form of reciprocity). 

• Need to ensure good information is available for visitors on camping opportunities and 

responsible camping behaviour expectations.  

• Concern regarding the concentrated effects around Picton – on the environment, 

community and businesses. 

• Concern regarding the validity of self-containment with the need to provide a good 

distribution of toilets irrespective of claimed self-containment status. 

• Active opposition to the use of Collins Reserve and question its legality (Te Atiawa). 

Community 

Over the summer months, Smart and Connected and other community organisations were 

contacted for feedback regarding responsible camping and freedom camping management in 

Marlborough.  Close to 50% of these organisations provided feedback. In addition, Annual Plan 

and Long-Term Plan submissions to Council over the previous few years have been reviewed. 

Organisations contacted were appreciative to have the opportunity for input.  

The majority of those organisations providing input expressed satisfaction with the current Bylaw 

prohibition of freedom camping in urban areas and along key roads (e.g. Queen Charlotte 

Drive). They were mostly also satisfied with amount of information available for visitors through 

various channels including the Council and Destination Marlborough websites, I Sites, Camping 

apps and brochures.  
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Some organisations were also positive about the tidy presentation and availability of facilities at 

existing designated sites, although there was a variety of opinion whether this level of provision 

was justified or appropriate. 

As expected, the predominant feedback expressed some level of dissatisfaction regarding 

freedom camping and its impact on communities. This feedback comprised the following key 

themes:  

• Damage to the environment and communities from rubbish and sewerage, driving on 

sensitive areas and access being blocked. 

• A desire for non-SC vehicles not have free sites provided for them, or significant 

compliance cost expended at ratepayers or taxpayer expense. 

• The difficulty in undertaking enforcement over such a wide area with so many sites with 

some other suggestions for more enforcement resourcing or a lower provision of sites. 

• Contrasting feedback suggested more, free or low-cost sites (including cheaper 

commercial campground options) were needed to reduce the pressure and overuse of 

existing sites.  

• The need for improved signage – not just at restricted and prohibited sites but at the 

beginning of roads that might access these areas.  

• Existing distribution of dump stations insufficient with toilets also used for waste dumping 

• For technology solutions to be used to monitor and publicise how full sites are and to 

report Bylaw offences.  

• Concern regarding the safety of some sites (e.g. flooding at Brown River, Alfred Stream) 

• Loss of recreational access for some sites. 

• General desire to close camping areas where significant natural areas are threatened or 

there is a risk of fire. 

Feedback regarding specific sites was also received and has been considered as part of the site 

assessment process and is summarised in Appendix 4. 

A relative minority of feedback cautioned against restricting camping to certified SC vehicles. It 

was considered that this disadvantaged many user groups including those in lower socio-

economic groups that cannot afford large SC vehicles but may still camp responsibly.  

Business 

A number of tourism and business organisations representing Marlborough businesses provided 

feedback from the perspective of the visitor economy.  

Destination Marlborough has had a clear direction to welcome all international visitors with a 

focus on Australia, the US, Europe, South East Asia, and China. Given current circumstances of 

border controls resulting from Covid19, domestic visitors will now be a critical target market for 

the short to medium term. Destination Marlborough supports providing for budget and freedom 

campers as part of the suite of offerings for the district but is cautious to ensure that this 

provision does not undermine the economic viability any of their member businesses.  
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The Smart and Connected - Visitor Economy Group support a “freedom camping bylaw that 

balances the best interests of Marlborough from an economic and environmental perspective as 

well as from a visitor experience perspective.”16 Although camping does not feature as one of its 

key explicit priorities. 

The Holiday Parks Association of NZ represents the majority of commercial camping grounds 

within New Zealand including 10 camping grounds within Marlborough. As an Association, 

HPANZ supports responsible camping in New Zealand in appropriate locations. It considers that 

councils where necessary, should develop bylaws that state: 

• Free camping is prohibited in urban areas. 

• Outside of urban areas, free camping is restricted to SC vehicles which meet NZS5465. 

 

The association notes that there is no such thing as free camping – there is a cost whether it is to 

local ratepayers, DOC or taxpayers, and fully support the principle that the user should pay. 

Other feedback from the business community include the following concerns:  

• Adverse effects on commercial camping grounds and backpackers by the provision of 

free camping nearby. (this is particularly of concern during the shoulder and off seasons). 

• The costs of providing for budget and freedom campers outweigh any financial or 

community benefits they provide the district. 

• Campers should pay for the facilities that they use. 

• Commercial campgrounds have to comply with the Camping Ground Regulations (1985) 

at considerable cost but freedom camping areas have no such requirement and as a 

result have overcrowding, hygiene and other risks. 

• Vehicle self-containment certification system is unable to be trusted with many fraudulent 

certification stickers in use.    

• Freedom camping in its current form is not sustainable; does not encourage high value 

tourists nor is consistent with the Tourism Strategy.17 

• Freedom camping should only be permissible to legitimate SC campervans in restricted 

numbers. 

• Anecdotal effects on the availability of working holiday tourists as seasonal labour as less 

employment and wages for travellers due to the availability of free camping. 

• A greater amount of enforcement effort is required.  

• The need for consistent tourism signage and that sufficient infrastructure and facilities are 

in place 

  

 
16 Smart and Connected Visitor Growth Plan 2015-25 
17 New Zealand Aotearoa Government Tourism Strategy 2019 
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Campers 

As described in Section 8.2 there is a wide variety of camper profiles within Marlborough.  

Using a combination of feedback from organisations that represent some of these users, and 

from surveys of campers undertaken over the last two years in adjoining districts18, a clearer 

picture of the views and preferences of campers is emerging. 

One camper organisation representing 75,000 individual members is the New Zealand Motor 

Caravan Association (NZMCA). While “grey nomads” would be the predominant camper group 

membership is likely to also include several other groups. The NZMCA advocates strongly of its 

members by promoting freedom camping opportunities and seeking to ensure that FCA bylaw 

restrictions by councils are lawful and proportionate to issues experienced. They also strongly 

advocate for limiting freedom camping on council controlled land to certified SC vehicles only 

and have ‘motorhome friendly’ scheme to identify towns that encourage camping and provide 

suitable facilities. 

The NZMCA has specifically expressed concerns with Council regarding the current freedom 

camping Bylaw in respect to the following: 

• The level of prohibited areas in the Bylaw was suggested to be an effective prohibition of 

freedom camping in the District that is not permitted under the Act.19  

• That there is a justifiable need to prohibit or restrict areas, but the reasons need to meet 

legal requirements and be proportionate (and that irrelevant considerations are not 

considered). 

• That previous consultative processes used to make Bylaw changes were considered to 

have not met statutory requirements.  

Other camper organisations include the Responsible Campers Association Incorporated and the  

All Points Camping Club. The Responsible Campers Association formed in response to issues 

surrounding the FCA and its implementation by territorial authorities, and the focus of provision 

on certified SC motorhomes (rather than all types of camping that can be responsible). The 

association has also established and promotes a responsible campers accreditation programme 

which provides education and competency cards to campers who can successfully answer 

questions on responsible freedom camping.   

Specific concerns the association has in respect to bylaw development are: 

• The need to ensure all types of freedom camping and campers are considered and 
provided for 

• That any prohibition or restrictions need to be justifiable, the reasons meet legal 

requirements and are proportionate. (and that irrelevant considerations are not given 

regard to) 

• That a requirement for SC camping in FCA bylaws does not be defined through 

NZS:5465 certification, which is managed poorly and excludes access for many types of 

campers (in its opinion in breach of the NZ Bill of Rights Act 1990)   

 
18 Tasman District Council 2019. Nelson City Council 2020, (awaiting Kaikoura District Council 2020, MBIE 2020) 
19 Freedom Camping Act 2011 Section 12 
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10.4.  The approach of other councils 

Councils around the country have responded to budget camping pressures in a variety of ways, 

partly because pressures vary between areas, and partly because there are several different 

approaches that could be taken. It is useful to review these to determine the approach that best 

suits Marlborough and to ensure regional consistency where possible to make it easier for 

visitors to understand and follow requirements. 

Management approaches by councils in the mid – upper South Island, lower North Island and 

other hot spots have been reviewed to obtain this picture. 

Over intervening years since the FCA came into force, many councils have created bylaws 

under the Act and reviewed these regularly, generally increasing the level of restriction at each 

amendment.  

Use of a bylaw under the FCA 

The vast majority of councils, particularly where there are high levels of tourist and visitor 

activity, have selected to create a bylaw under the FCA. This includes all of the Te Tau Ihu     

(top of the south) region and the West Coast including all of Marlborough District’s neighbouring 

councils. 

Some councils in the Wellington Region and mid to South Canterbury have in contrast opted not 

use the FCA bylaw process as a tool to manage responsible and freedom camping.  

 

Use of prohibitions within a FCA Bylaw 

Most councils with a bylaw have prohibited areas identified. These tend to be at varying levels 

but generally include:  

• urban areas  

• major roads  

• cemeteries 

• road ends or other locations where there have been previous problems 

• areas adjoining conservation land where an equivalent prohibition exists  

• reserves with a high day use component used by local communities. 
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Use of restrictions within a FCA bylaw 

District Wide Restrictions 

As shown in Figure 1, all councils on the West 

Coast, Te Tau Ihu down to Hurunui, McKenzie 

and Queenstown Lakes Districts have an 

overlying district wide restriction of certified SC 

camping only. These are also the council areas 

where visitor pressures are generally higher. 

Mid to south Canterbury councils, and several in 

the North Island either do not have a bylaw or do 

not have any district wide restrictions on SC 

vehicles.  A few councils such as Christchurch 

City and South Wairarapa rely on a default ‘no 

camping’ rule within its Public Places Bylaw. 

 

 

Provision of specific sites 

Irrespective on any district wide restrictions, a 

majority of councils provide some dedicated 

sites for freedom camping, as shown in 

Figure 2.  

Currently all of the sites provided by West 

Coast councils, Nelson City20 and Kaikoura 

are for  certified SC vehicles. Tasman District 

is also currently going through a process to 

also restrict its site provision to certified SC 

vehicles only. 

Most rural Canterbury councils and a number 

in the North Island continue to provide sites 

for both Non-SC and SC vehicles. 

Many councils also directly, or indirectly 

through leases, provide camping 

opportunities through ‘pay to use’ 

campgrounds.   

 

 
20 Nelson city does permit non-SC camping on 2 islands without vehicle access 

Figure 1 

Figure 2 
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10.5. Best practice  

In 2018 Local Government NZ produced a guide for good practice for managing freedom 

camping. One means of reviewing the performance of Council is to review its current 

management against the main elements of this guide. This has been undertaken in the table 

below: 
Element Good Practice Marlborough District Council Practice 

Destination Management 

Planning 

Considering camping and freedom camping 

within the wider context of destination 

management. 

Destination Marlborough currently 

identifies camping and freedom camping 

within its strategic plans however this 

area is only lightly considered. 

Responsible camping or 

freedom camping 

strategic plan 

Useful to assess the costs and opportunity 

of freedom camping, consider the issues 

and consider the range of possible 

responses – in advance of a bylaw process.  

Most focus to date has been on the 

bylaw process and operational 

management. This report goes some 

way towards these considerations. 

Iwi and stakeholder 

collaboration 

Good practice in developing a strategic 

approach to camping is to include iwi and 

stakeholders early in order to take these 

views and preferences into consideration 

prior to setting future direction. 

This responsible camping review 

process has included opportunities for 

input from iwi and key stakeholders 

including community organisations. 

Site assessments Undertaking individual site assessments 

prior to developing any bylaw is considered 

critical to ensure a robust and 

comprehensive rationale for site 

management preferences that is both 

legally defensible and the most practical 

means of managing that area.  

Site assessments have been completed 

as part of this review. 

Consistency of approach 

between the provisions of 

the FCA and the 

Reserves Act 1977 

Council land held under the Reserves Act 

1977 has a default no camping position - 

councils have delegation to vary these 

rules. The guide encourages all reserves to 

be included in a site assessment process 

and any necessary processes under the 

Reserves Act undertaken at the same time 

as any bylaw review.21 

The underlying Reserves Act status of 

potentially suitable reserve sites has 

been considered as part of this review. 

Homeless and Seasonal 

Workers 

Engage with social agencies and 

horticulture organisations for a joined-up 

approach to both groups. Do not treat 

homeless like freedom campers.  

Ensure District Plan rules allows for 

vineyard accommodation. 

Little engagement with either sector has 

occurred to date as part of any 

responsible camping and freedom 

camping review processes. 

Management of City 

Carparks and Zones 

Take a balanced welcoming approach while 

managing community and environmental 

impacts. Disperse camping in small 

numbers at multiple sites rather than large 

pop up sites. Set rules around time of day 

use and spread of personal items and use 

of facilities for inappropriate ablution use.  

Currently a Blenheim central site has 

been made available. In contrast there 

has been strong opposition to a central 

Picton site following previous trials. 

Other rural camping opportunities are 

however relatively close to most towns 

unlike larger cities. 

 
21 Reserves Act Sections 41 and 44 
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Communications, Surveys 

and Research 

Work with other adjoining councils on, 

undertaking surveys using common 

questions and aligning signage/messaging 

approach over wider regional areas.  

Discussions have been undertaken with 

all adjoining councils in the development 

of this report with the intention to create 

a charter to work together on common 

actions. 

Information 

 

Make information provided easily 

accessible, clear, and in simple and 

accurate language. Develop a 

communications plan alongside any bylaw 

adoption report to the council which 

includes local media, Campermate, 

Rankers and other, council staff, website, I-

Sites and RTO.  

Information to date has been clear and 

effective. 

Signage and Enforcement Produce a funded signage strategy 

developed as part of a bylaw review 

process. Ensure the design is accurate 

clear and understandable to an 

international audience and placement on 

the site is visible to drivers.. 

International logos where available should 

also be used.  

Signs are generally clear and accurate 

at sites. Better, more prominent signs 

could be installed at the start of key 

roads. Further details provided in 

infrastructure assessment in Section 

12.3 and Appendix 5. 

  
 

11. Critical issues 
 
In reviewing the various factors within Section 10, there are several key issues that Council may 
need to address as part of its future responsible camping policy and management response. 
These are:  

•  What does Council want to achieve?  

Do the suggested goals and objectives reflect our vision? 

• How is camping provision in the district able to best support tourism recovery?   

Working with others to provide opportunities in a post Covid 19 world  

• How to ensure visitors camp responsibly?  

Balancing the carrot and the stick 

• How to best respond to our community? 

Within the permissive framework of the FCA  

• How to ensure a consistent approach? 

Nationally and across Te Tau Ihu  

• How to manage the ferry factor? 

Intensive specific visitor pressures in the Picton area 
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12. Options analysis 

12.1. Management approach 
 

With the recent collapse of the tourism sector as a result of Covid 19, there is an opportunity to 

‘reset’ the national approach to tourism. This may include putting more effort into attracting more 

local and Australian visitors and those that produce higher value at lower volumes that are within 

the ‘carrying capacity’ of the sites that they visit. A 2019 report by the Parliamentary 

Commissioner for the Environment22 raised a number of issues with the sustainability of the 

tourism sector that should be discussed and guide national policy development. Destination 

Marlborough and Council should take the opportunity to promote and engage in such 

discussions when the opportunity arises.  

At present, as detailed in Section 10.1, a wide range of camping options is currently available 

within the district, each providing a range of locations, level of facilities and charges. Given the 

diversity of camping user groups, this range of provision is considered necessary and 

advantageous to meet the needs of all users. However, within this provision, it is considered 

reasonable that the higher the level of facilities provided, and the more sought-after campground 

locations, the greater amount campers should be expected to pay.  

 

• For campers requiring higher levels of facilities including laundries, ablution blocks, 

kitchens and other living spaces - commercial camping areas and some DOC 

campgrounds can provide this level of service.  

• For budget campers and for campers that are not SC - existing DOC campsites have an 

important role to play given the low charges and basic level of facilities provided - as well 

as their distribution in key locations throughout the district.  

• For campers wishing to freedom camp, this remains as a legal right and opportunity as 

provided by the FCA but needs to be managed in accordance with any justifiable 

prohibitions or restrictions prescribed in the Bylaw. Given that camping is free, the level of 

facilities and attractiveness of the site should be low relative to other camping options. 

 

The Council has an important role in supporting the wide range of camping provision available 

by establishing and implementing a freedom camping bylaw, sympathetically managing the 

Camping Ground Regulations and working cooperatively with other camping providers to make it 

as easy as possible for them to operate their service.  For SC vehicles (with onboard facilities 

that are used) a lower level of restriction is needed, provided a well-distributed network of waste 

and dump station facilities are available throughout the District. 

 

  

 
22 Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment, 2019: Pristine, popular…imperilled? The environmental 
consequences of projected tourism growth. 
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Recommended approach 

• Engage with Government on the post Covid 19 approach to tourism in New Zealand 

taking into account both benefits and costs experienced over the last decade. 

• Retain the welcoming approach to all types of campers with the expectation that they will 

respect and follow the rules and requirements, and where possible seek a contribution 

from them towards services and facilities they use. 

• Work cooperatively with other campground providers to provide a range of different types 

of camping opportunities. 

 

Bylaw 

To not regulate freedom camping through a bylaw under the FCA would mean that the activity 

could take place on any council controlled or managed land unless it is specifically prohibited by 

another act or regulation (e.g. Reserves Act 1977, Resource Management Act 1991).  Given the 

potential adverse effects of freedom camping this is not considered a viable option. 

A bylaw can only be made if a council is satisfied that a bylaw is the most appropriate and 

proportionate way of addressing the perceived problem in relation to that area; and a bylaw is 

not inconsistent with the New Zealand Bill of Rights Act 199023. In addition, any bylaw cannot 

have the effect of prohibiting freedom camping in all the local authority areas in its district.24  

There are clearly areas within Marlborough that have to date required protection from the 

adverse impact that freedom camping can have, and that a bylaw is effective in managing 

issues. 

Prior to the 2012 bylaw being finalised, a thorough assessment of its consistency with the 

requirements of the FCA was undertaken. At that time Council concluded that the range of 

proposed prohibited and restricted areas were necessary to meet one of more of the purposes 

required under the FCA, and that the level of restriction did not constitute an effective prohibition 

as described in Section 12. Legal advice at the time also concluded that NZBORA does not 

provide an unrestrained right to freedom camp and the level of restriction proposed did not 

prevent the exercise of the relevant NZBORA rights outright. Depending on the extent of further 

changes proposed to the Bylaw this year, further legal advice may be necessary to reconfirm 

legal compliance. 

 

Bylaw prohibitions 

The current approach of prohibiting freedom camping in urban or high visitor use areas and 

sensitive or historical problem areas is considered appropriate and consistent with the principles 

of the FCA provided the reasons are clearly assessed and identified for each prohibited area. It 

also is consistent with the approaches used in the nearby Nelson City, Buller and Marlborough 

Districts as well as other regions.  

  

 
23 Section 11(2)(b) Freedom Camping Act 2011 
24 Section 12, Freedom Camping Act 2011 

http://www.legislation.govt.nz/act/public/2011/0061/latest/link.aspx?id=DLM224791
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Bylaw district wide restrictions 

The adverse effects from people freedom camping on a non-SC basis is, in general, likely to be 

greater than those camping in SC vehicles, either through environmental impact or the reliance 

on facilities at sites.  This is because, by definition, SC vehicles have their own facilities which 

the occupants can use such as those to contain wastewater and solid waste.  

Campers in non-SC vehicles and tents have historically enjoyed the ability to park at road ends, 

surf, or fishing spots at locations without facilities. However, with the increased numbers of 

visitors in non-SC vehicles there has been documented environmental impacts occurring at 

some of these sites without facilities, resulting in a need to restrict where freedom camping on a 

non-SC basis can occur.  

While a district wide restriction for non-SC camping to locations where facilities such as toilets 

are provided appears on face value to have merit, the likely consequence would be 

overcrowding of these sites, overuse and inappropriate use of facilities designed for lower levels 

of day visitors. For this reason, it is considered reasonable to generally restrict camping to SC 

vehicles on Council-owned land outside of those locations where a prohibition may be 

necessary.  

In order to be SC, a camper needs to both have the necessary facilities onboard and behave 

according to responsible camping principles including using their equipment. A clear standard is 

required for enforcement purposes as this differentiation cannot rely solely on the judgement of 

the enforcement officer. At present, the only nationally recognised standard for this purpose is 

NZS 5465: 201125 which requires provision for the containment of solid waste, toilet waste and 

grey water for an approved number of occupants for at least three days. While this standard may 

be higher than needed in some instances, it is the standard currently used by Marlborough 

District and by all other adjoining councils. Other suggested mechanisms such as camper 

behaviour accreditation or by relying an enforcement officer’s judgement about self-containment 

status alone are not considered adequate at this time.  

To ensure campers are able to comply with requirements while travelling around the country, it is 

critical that there is a consistent approach to defining self-containment. This is currently NZS 

5465. Given the issues with the certification process for this standard it is important that 

compliance with the standard, rather than just evidence of certification, is used in any bylaw 

definition.  

Bylaw restricted sites 

The other consideration is whether to identify specific sites/restricted areas for freedom 

camping. If specific locations available for freedom camping are not identified and provided, the 

activity does not go away.  Rather, freedom campers may disperse and use a range of locations 

to freedom camp on Council and land owned by others, many of which are not permitted. Whilst 

compliance and enforcement work does occur, it is impossible for compliance staff to be all 

places in the district all the time, nor can they take action if freedom camping takes place on land 

not administered by Council.  

 
25 NZS 5465:2011 Self Containment of Motor Homes and Caravans (updated 2012, 2017) 
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If freedom campers are using a wide range of locations, it is difficult to locate them and ensure 

they are not having adverse effects on the places where they are staying.  

By providing specific sites for freedom camping, camping is encouraged at these sites to avoid 

the activity being widely dispersed across the District, to ensure appropriate facilities are 

provided and for easier enforcement.  

There are however disadvantages from providing sites, including the potential for excessive 

numbers of campers for the level of facilities provided, with the corresponding concentrated 

environmental, safety and community effects.   

Recommended approach 

• Continue to use a bylaw, continue to direct camping to appropriate areas by restricting 

and prohibiting camping where required, in order to protect the environment, safety and 

access for the community. 

• Use compliance with NZS 5465:2011 as the means to verify self-containment status in 

the bylaw. 

• Seek further legal advice on compliance with the requirements of the FCA if higher levels 

of restriction from the existing bylaw are considered necessary. 

 

12.2. Site assessments and provision 

Under the FCA freedom camping is not able to be prohibited from the District and only able to be 

prohibited or restricted within a bylaw for 1 or more of the following purposes: 

• to protect the area 

• to protect the health and safety of people who may visit the area 

• to protect access to the area 

There is currently no legal means by which freedom camping can be prohibited or restricted to 

protect commercial and economic interests.  

As assessed in Section 10.1, the overall amount of provision of camping areas is considered 

sufficient to meet the existing quantity of demand.  Following the arrival of Covid 19 and the 

collapse of international tourism, this is now even more so the case.  

Given the likely further financial stress on existing campground operators, there is likely to 

stronger support for Council to provide a lower number of sites for freedom camping - in order to 

encourage greater patronage of commercial facilities. As discussed, this rationale is reliant on 

commercial sites being sufficiently attractive for campers to use instead of ‘taking their chances’ 

breaching freedom camping rules across the district.  

As domestic tourism, (and perhaps Australian international visitors) becomes the target market 

for camping visitors, there is also a counter argument that a management regime that is too 

restrictive on freedom camping will result in fewer budget campers visiting the district with 

resulting loss of spending in other areas such as food, transport and activities etc. 
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For locations where there has been significant freedom camping pressure, such as within range 

of Picton, the provision of sites has proven useful in managing wider effects. Tight bylaw 

restrictions at these locations have been critical to ensure sites are used in a way that are safe 

and do not adversely affect the environment or local communities.  

Some current sites while well controlled in this respect, are small and satisfy little of the demand, 

while at times also generating frustration from residents and commercial accommodation 

providers. 

Currently, some bylaw restricted sites provide for SC and non-SC vehicles as well as tents. In 

some locations this may be possible given the level and types of facilities provided. However, 

with the exception of Tasman District Council that is currently heading in this direction, all other 

councils in Te Tau Ihu, the West Coast and Kaikoura do not now provide any sites for road 

accessible non-SC camping. This is an important consideration given the advantages of a 

consistent regional approach for messaging for visitors. However, if this approach were 

favoured, it would also need to be supported by clear site by site impact reasons. 

For council control and provision of camping opportunities, as recommended by the LGNZ Good 

Practice guide discussed in Section 10.5, thorough assessments on a site by site basis are the 

best means of objectively assessing issues to manage effects at each location. These 

assessments are included in a separate document with recommendations summarised in 

Appendix 4. 

Council also has a role in the private provision of camping opportunities, primarily through its 

administration of the Camping Ground Regulations (1985). While these are important to ensure 

that camping grounds are operated to ensure the health and safety of its occupants, there is a 

means of varying the level of these requirements depending on the level of risk a particular type 

of camping provision presents. LGNZ recommends councils consider developing exemptions 

guidelines to ensure a consistent approach to requirements and to provide clarity to potential 

applicants for what type of exemptions may be possible under different circumstances.26 

 

Recommended approach 

• Use site assessments as the basis for all proposed prohibitions or restrictions and ensure 

recommendations focus primarily on what is required to meet the purposes identified in 

the FCA. 

• Continue to provide freedom camping sites to ensure that a suite of camping 

opportunities remain available. 

• Where sites are unsuitable for non-SC camping, this use should be directed to other 

camping areas and should where legally possible, include a requirement to pay for the 

facilities that they use.  

• Consider formally developing exemptions guidelines for the Camping Ground Regulations 

(1985). 

 

  

 
26 LGNZ (Simpson Grierson) 2017 
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12.3. Infrastructure 

The Council has made significant improvements to the infrastructure provided for freedom 

camping over recent years. In combination with the existing Bylaw, this has assisted in reducing 

many of the issues arising from this activity. 

Currently the law that relates to campground facility standards (the Camping Ground 

Regulations,1985) only applies to those where a charge applies. It is however important for 

Council to set some form of standard for other freedom camping areas that it explicitly provides, 

based on a risk management approach in order to meet its ‘duty of care’ obligations to its 

visitors.  

These facilities standards may include definition on the provision of 

• defined site capacity (by defined Bylaw number limits or physical site design)  

• toilets 

• water supply 

• rubbish containers 

• sinks & greywater disposal 

• shelters or picnic tables 

• showers 

There is also the need for well distributed district wide availability of places for camper to 

dispose of their rubbish, refill water containers and empty sewerage and grey water tanks.  

Proposed informal internal standards for Council identified freedom camping sites, and a 

number of recommended infrastructure improvements identified from the site assessment 

process, are summarised in Appendix 5.  
 

12.4. Information and education 

There have been significant improvements to the level and availability of information about 

responsible camping and rules about freedom camping and designated sites over the last few 

years.  

Campers surveyed at freedom camping sites indicate a high reliance on online camping 

applications such as Campermate and the Internet in general as well as local I-Sites. It will be 

important that these channels remain up to date with current information so that visitors are 

always clear about rules and expectations. 

Where possible, aligning the management approach and communications strategy across the 

whole of Te Tau Ihu (Top of the South) to ensure consistent messaging will make it easier for 

visitors to understand, and comply with responsible camping expectations and rules.  

Brochures remain an important medium. These have been used effectively to date by the 

Council – particularly if well distributed through I Sites, the ferries and other businesses servicing 

visitors.  

Communications with organisations representing some camper groups can be greater than 

others, possibly due to the organisation themselves more proactively engaging with Council 
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(such as NZMCA and more recently the Responsible Campers Association). Particular effort 

should also go into contacting and engaging with other less prominent groups.  

This may include other clubs such as the All Points Camping Club as well as winery and 

horticulture groups that engage seasonal staff, and social organisations that support the 

homeless and rough sleeping community.  

The other important medium is signs, both for use in promoting responsible camping and 

identifying prohibited or restricted freedom camping areas.  

 

While signage at individual sites and prohibited areas currently appears of a high quality, there is 

opportunity to improve the larger roadside signage at the start of key routes such as departing 

Picton, SH 1 South, Port Underwood Road and Queen Charlotte Drive, beginning of Kenepuru 

Road etc. Specific recommendations are included within the infrastructure review within 

Appendix 5.  

Communications will also be important as the Council moves into the Bylaw review process. 

This is to ensure that:  

• the community is aware of the opportunity to participate, 

• that proposed changes and the rationale for these is explained well, and 

• final decisions and the reasons for them are well communicated. 

 

A communication plan is the usual means of ensuring effective communications throughout a 

bylaw review process. 

Given that the issue of freedom camping does attract a range of community views and opinions, 

some more dominant that others, there is value in gauging representative community feedback 

on this issue and the Council’s performance, by including questions in the annual residents 

survey. The level of complaints/service requests received is also a measure that can be used 

over time, however given the low levels of complaints recording, a review of the operation of this 

system may be needed 
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Recommended approach 

• Seek a consistent approach between councils towards the promotion of responsible 

camping across Te Tau Ihu (the Top of the South).  

• Ensure the variety of online channels remain up to date with current information. 

• Identify and communicate with additional groups with an interest in freedom camping. 

• Undertake sign improvements as recommended when resources allow. 

• Develop a communications plan for the upcoming Bylaw review process. 

• Review effectiveness of complaints/service request system for capturing feedback. 

• Consider including responsible camping questions in the annual residents survey. 

12.5. Compliance and enforcement 

As discussed, Marlborough is a difficult area to ensure complete coverage checks for 

compliance with the Bylaw.  

Without investigating this component of freedom camping management in detail, ranger and 

compliance staff coverage appears to be much better than several years ago with a 

concentration of effort in the areas of greatest pressure. Central Government support through 

the responsible camping fund has assisted in this improvement in coverage.  

The combined education approach in the first instance, followed up by active use of the 

infringement system is recognised as good practice.  

Reactive response to reported infringements in more isolated parts of the district will remain 

difficult and, in most cases, not cost effective. DOC also operates camping areas and 

undertakes patrols, which has provided the opportunity for both organisations to work together 

where any synergies exist to share or rationalise compliance and enforcement patrols – 

particularly in more remote areas of the district.  

Some community groups have suggested establishment of a better means of monitoring (such 

as cameras) and community reporting of infringements (such as online applications). There may 

be legal and practical constraints with these approaches, however they are worthy of further 

investigation. 

Given the difficulty in “catching someone in the act” of the more significant infringement of 

damaging an area or depositing waste under Section 20 of the FCA, some of these other 

systems may be worthwhile investigating – particularly for problem areas. Even the presence of a 

simple sign advising that security camera may be in operation can influence behaviours.  

 

Recovering Fines and Clamping 

Over the last 2 summers the Council has had a recovery rate of infringement fines of 45-50%. 

There are challenges in recovering fines as many campers have been transient overseas visitors 

that may leave the country before making payment, and most rental companies do not pay and 

recover FCA infringement fines from the hirer in the same way that they may with traffic 

infringements.  
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If the numbers of infringement notices issued becomes significant again, the use of portable 

eftpos devices to provide a voluntary option for campers may be worth considering in the future. 

This is unlikely to be justifiable at present given current low numbers. 

There are some members of the community calling for the clamping of vehicles. Queenstown 

Lakes District is the only local authority that undertakes this practice under the FCA. It is used 

primarily as a further deterrent and a means to ensure fines are paid before visitors leave the 

country. The fine is $400 made up of the $200 infringement under the Act and $200 for release 

of the vehicle.  

In its first year of using this practice it reported a 31% reduction in freedom camping offences. 

However, in the 2018/2019 season 1505 infringement notices were still issued and 31 vehicles 

clamped and over the 2019/20 season infringements remained high with 2488 notices issued 

and 5 vehicles clamped. 

With the threat of clamping, one effect has been the incentive for campervan vehicles to 

disperse to more remote areas within the District.  

The FCA does provide for seizing and impounding boats, caravans, and vehicles but only for 

specific reasons to avoid risk to the health or safety the public, to protect significant flora or 

fauna, to maintain access or “is the most appropriate action to prevent the ongoing commission 

of the offence.”27 Given that clamping prolongs the presence of the vehicle in that location in 

breach of a bylaw, it appears to be a questionable and disproportionate response used primarily 

to ensure payment of fines and rather than for the reasons outlined in the FCA.  

 

Recommended approach 

• Continue with an education approach supported by the issuing of infringement notices 

when required. 

• Continue to work with DOC on any synergies that might exist for compliance and 

enforcement patrols.  

• Continue to seek Responsible Camping Fund or other central Government support for 

compliance and enforcement when the opportunity arises. 

• Investigate the benefit, use and application of technological options to increase the level 

of remote surveillance of sites or community infringement reporting/complaints.  

• Avoid the use of clamping as a management technique but remain aware of the seizure 

powers that exist in the FCA.

 
27 Section 38, Freedom Camping Act 2019 
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13. Recommended actions 
 

Priority Short 
Term 

(1 year) 

Medium 
Term 
(1-3 

years) 

Long 
Term 

(3+ years) 

National Actions     

• Support and participate in a strategic national review into the future of tourism in a 

post Covid 19 environment. 

High 
 

  

• Support amendments to FCA including: 

o A more consistent national terminology and approach 
o Widening the criteria for restrictions and prohibitions  
o Reviewing the compliance regime to enable easier recovery of fines  

Medium 
  

 

• Support changing the administration system for NZS 5465:2001 Self-Containment of 

Caravans and Motor Caravans. 

High 
  

 

• Support review of the Camping Grounds Regulations 1985. Medium 
  

 

• Monitor any other developing systems to verify responsible camping competency 

and the presence of suitable on-board facilities which may be useful in future Bylaw 

reviews. 

Medium 
  

 

Local Management     

• Consider and adopt a set of strategic goals and objectives for the management of 

responsible camping. 
High 

 
  

• Continue to with others through the Freedom Camping Forum and Smart and 

Connected groups to ensure a cooperative approach.  
Medium 

   

• Consider seeking ‘Motorhome Friendly’ status under the NZMCA for towns within the 

Marlborough District.  

 

Low 
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Priority Short 

Term 
(1 year) 

Medium 
Term 
(1-3 

years) 

Long 
Term 

(3+ years) 

 
Bylaw Changes 

    

• Consider general structural and content changes as identified within Appendix 3 and 

obtain legal advice on legal compliance with proposed district wide restrictions.  
High 

 
  

• Review the Reserves Act status for the sites identified in Appendix 4 to ensure 

alignment with proposed revised Bylaw. If necessary, seek changes to any operative 

reserve management plan if one exists or seek Council approval under delegation 

from the Minister in conjunction with the Bylaw review process.28  

High 
   

• Seek to include changes to existing Bylaw restricted site rules as recommended 

in Appendix 4. 
High 

 
  

• Consider and consult on additional proposed Bylaw restricted sites as 

recommended in Appendix 4. 

 

High 
 

  

Wider Site Provision     

• Work with DOC on providing a greater role in providing for non-SC camping at 

existing DOC campsites close to Picton including Whatamango Bay in particular. 
High 

   

• Work with the Marlborough Kaikōura Trail Trust (MKTT), Te Araroa Trail Trust and 

the private sector in the development and provision of camping opportunities that 

meet the needs of users of these visitor routes. 

High 
  

 

• If the Seddon and Ward or Rai Valley communities wish to develop camping 

opportunities to increase local spend, and future demand is sufficient, support them 

to achieve this.29   

Low 
   

• Consider formally developing exemptions guidelines for the Camping Ground 

Regulations and ensure the regulations and exemption policy is applied evenly 

across the district. 

Medium  
 

 

 
28 Reserves Act 1977, Section 44, Section 41 
29 Sites could include Seddon Domain, Ward Domain or the Carluke Domain 
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Priority Short 

Term 
(1 year) 

Medium 
Term 
(1-3 

years) 

Long 
Term 

(3+ years) 

 

Infrastructure     

• Continue to actively utilise the financial support available from the Tourism 

Infrastructure Fund (TIF) to provide and maintain tourism infrastructure, with a focus 

on facilities also providing benefit for the local community as well as visitors. 

High 
   

• Set minimum facility standards for all identified camping sites provided by the 

Council that are not subject to the Camping Ground Regulations as recommended in 

Appendix 5. 

Medium 
 

  

• Consider undertaking facility improvements/changes as identified in Appendix 5. 
Variable 

  
 

Information and Education     

• Work with adjoining councils to develop common messaging and approach to 

information and education to make it easier for visitors. 
High 

   

• Continue to promote the range of camping options within publicity provided through a 

range of channels including: 

▪ I Sites (advice and brochures) 

▪ Cook Strait Ferries (brochures) 

▪ Websites 

▪ Campermate, Rankers and other camping apps 

▪  NZMCA and other camper organisations 

High 
   

• As part of the Bylaw review process, develop a communications plan to ensure wide 

opportunity for community input and an effective explanation of the reasons for 

proposed changes and decisions.  

High 
 

  

• Review existing sign location /distribution with a particular focus on main roads and 

entry points to maximise visitor exposure to important messaging. 
High 

 
  

• Ensure wineries and other users of seasonal staff are aware of the camping rules 

and encourage them to provide onsite accommodation for employees. 
High 
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Priority Short 

Term 
(1 year) 

Medium 
Term 
(1-3 

years) 

Long 
Term 

(3+ years) 

• Consider including specific questions regarding responsible camping and freedom 

camping in the annual residents survey to gauge wider community opinion. 
Medium 

   

• Review effectiveness of complaints/service request system for reporting 

concerns/issues with freedom camping. 
Medium 

 
  

• Support technology trials to remotely monitor and publish online site occupancy 

levels of designated sites to prevent overcrowding.  
Medium 

  
 

• Publicise ‘good news’ stories about visitors and their importance to the recovering 

local tourism economy but also where necessary ensure publicity when successful 

enforcement action is taken, in order to act as a deterrent. 

Low 
   

• Provide open financial information in Council annual planning documents on the 

scale of costs of managing responsible camping (and revenues from camping 

activities) relative to other Council expenditure. 

High 
   

Enforcement     

• Continue to seek Responsible Camping Fund or other central Government support 

for education and enforcement work when available. 
High 

   

• Provide training to enforcement officers on the process to check vehicle compliance 

with self-containment requirements in NZS 5465:2001. 
High 

 
  

• Continue to work with DOC on synergies and efficiencies for sharing compliance and 

enforcement patrols. 
Medium 

   

• Investigate the benefit, use and application of technological options to increase the 

level of remote surveillance of sites or community infringement reporting/complaints. 
Medium 

  
 

• Actively refer homeless freedom campers to social agencies and use enforcement 

discretion with this group. 
High 

   

• If numbers of infringement notices issues increases significantly consider providing 

mobile Eftpos payment equipment for optional immediate payment of fines. 
Low  
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14. Appendices  

Appendix 1: Camper profiles 

Appendix 2: Current Bylaw prohibited and restricted areas 

Appendix 3: Recommended Bylaw structural changes 

Appendix 4: Summary of site assessments 

Appendix 5: Infrastructure requirements 

Appendix 6: References 
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Appendix 1:  Camper profiles 
 

Profile Demographic Camping Mode Duration 

of stay 

Timing of visit Locations Significance 

for MDC 

International Free 

roamers 

Europe 

(forecast to decline), early 20’s 

Small rental van or 

purchased modified van 

or people mover 

0-2 days 

only  

Summer season Collins, Diversion, Kenepuru 

Road, Rai Valley, DOC sites 

Dominant 

group 

Grey Nomads NZ or Australia, couples 60+ 

(Growing group) 

CSC, large campervans 

or caravans 

Weeks Shoulder 

season 

NZMCA sites, Marfells, 

Diversion, Wynen St, Renwick, 

 

NZ Outdoor 

Recreation Users 

NZ. Variable age Variable – 4WD and 

cars with or without 

tents. SC and non-SC 

Weekends 

or a few 

days 

All year peaking 

in warmer 

months 

Diversion, Marfells, DOC 

roadends 

 

NZ Lifestyle 

Nomads 

NZ 20s to 40s Owned vehicle – van or 

car or old bus 

Days to 

weeks 

All year peaking 

in warmer 

months 

Kowhai point, Blarich, 

Diversion 

Not 

significant 

Independent 

tourists 

Europe/USA/ Australia. 

Families or middle age groups 

or couples 

Larger rental 

campervans CSC 

Overnight Summer season Close to main road 

Collins, Diversion, Elterwater 

Medium 

significance 

Cycle Tourists/TA 

Walkers 

International or NZ Tents 1 night Summer season Queen Charlotte Drive, SH1, 

SH6 

Pelorus Valley 

Medium 

Touring family NZ or Australia Tents, owned Caravan/ 

Campervan 

1-2 weeks 

in SI 

Summer school 

holidays 

Usually commercial or DOC 

campgrounds 

Medium 

Single destination 

family 

NZ Tents, owned Caravan/ 

Campervan 

1-2 weeks Summer school 

holidays 

 Medium 

Seasonal workers International or NZ Van or car Variable ?? Renwick, Diversion Medium 

Homeless/Rough 

Sleepers 

NZ Car, tent or bridge etc. Variable Year round – 

more common in 

summer? 

Blenheim Low 
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Appendix 2: 
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Appendix 3: Recommended Bylaw structural changes 

Recommended Change Reason 

Interpretation 
 
Self-contained vehicle 
Change wording to focus on compliance with NZS 5465:2001 
rather than a vehicle showing a warrant issued under this 
standard. 
 
 
Ensure wording explicitly refers to the version of the standard that 
is to be applied (e.g. “including the May 2017 amendment). 
 
 

 
 
 
Current difficulties with the certification system mean current 
displayed warrants and certificates cannot be relied on.  
Compliance with the standard can verified in several ways over 
and above citing a warrant of certification. 
 
Any amendments made to NZS 5465:2001 will not automatically 
apply to the “self-contained vehicle” definition in that bylaw unless 
this is specifically referenced. 

Restricted Areas 
 
Addition of a statement reinforcing Section 42 of the Act that the 
any prohibition or restriction does not override any regulation on 
camping within Reserves held under the Reserves Act 1977 
or conversely provide a list of Reserves Act reserves where 
camping is also not permitted as part of the bylaw schedules.    
 
 
Expand clause 6.2. to provide for a greater number of reasons 
why the Council may need to prohibit freedom camping over and 
above for fire, flood or events approved by Council.  
(such as any significant community or camper health and safety 
risk or other significant risk to the environment) Review that this is 
legally acceptable. 
 
Addition of further wording within ‘duration of stay’ clauses to 
clarify on how many occasions within a four-week period 
someone can freedom camp for up to 2 consecutive nights. 

 
 
Council provides a range of reserves that are not explicitly 
included as prohibited sites within the Bylaw but are outside of 
current prohibited areas, but camping is also not legally permitted 
in these locations. 
 
 
 
An important clause to retain to ensure Council can meet its ‘duty 
of care’ obligations, provided this clause is legally acceptable. 
 
 
 
 
 
This minor change further clarifies the rule. Unclear whether this 
has been an issue to date. 
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Recommended Change Reason 

e.g. “the maximum period anyone can freedom camp in this area 
is two consecutive nights on no more than 2 separate occasions 
in any four-week period.” 
 
Consider adding clause for restricted areas where number limits 
are not imposed to the effect that “campers must only utilise 
clearly defined designated parking locations and remain at least 
2m from nearby vehicles. 
 
Other district wide restricted clauses to consider: 
 

• No use of public facilities to; wash dishes; wash clothes; 
dry clothes; bathe; except for facilities designated for that 
purpose. 

• All personal effects shall remain within the allocated 
camping space (or similar). 

 
 
 
 
In order to give enforcement officers ability to issue infringements 
in the event of overcrowding due to inappropriate parking. 
 
 
 
These are areas that can negatively impact on our local 
communities. 
  

Council Consent to Freedom Camping 
Review the legality of this clause and whether permits issued 
need to or have been complying with the 20 days notice 
requirement. Retain clause if possible.  

Clause provides a level of flexibility for the Chief Executive and 
allows certain activities and uses to continue (Such as long stay 
whitebaiting at the Wairau Diversion). 

Maintenance of any Iwi Settlement rights 
Consider whether there is a need to include the following clause: 
“This bylaw does not limit or affect the rights of iwi entitlements 
under any legislation passed in order to give effect to settlements 
under the Treaty of Waitangi.” 30 

 

Unsure whether such a clause is necessary for Te Tau Ihu iwi, 
but worthy of consideration. 

Offences and Penalties 
Addition of possible clauses providing any future enforcement 
policy will include a provision that “where a person is homeless 
and sleeping in prohibited or restricted areas, Council officers will 
work with social agencies to try to find solutions for those persons 
as a first response.” (Used by Nelson City Council) 

 
Suggested clause provides a commitment to work to find 
solutions for people in this circumstance rather than use 
infringement powers in the first instance. 

 
30 Example from Kaikoura District Council Freedom Camping Bylaw 2019 
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Appendix 4: Site assessment summary 

Site Recommendation Conditions Purpose Other Actions 

District Wide Restricted • SC vehicles up to 2 
nights/4 weeks (existing) 

• Protect the area 

• Ensure health and 
safety 

Review legality of district wide 
restriction 

Blenheim Urban 
Area 

Prohibited • N/A • Protect the area 

• Ensure health and 
safety 

• Protect access 

Review legality of blanket urban 
restrictions 

 Restricted – 
Wynen St carpark 

• SC vehicles 

• 2 consecutive nights / four-
week period on no more 
than 2 occasions (change) 
 

• Protect the area 

• Ensure health and 
safety 

• Protect access 

Review current allocated area 
against existing use and any 
hazard/management issues 
Consider if legally possible to 
charge by meter (e.g. Wellington) 

Taylor Dam 
Reserve 

Prohibited Lower 
 

• N/A • Protect the area 

• Ensure health and 
safety 

• Protect access 

Nil 

 Restricted Upper • SC vehicles, Restriction 
limited to 10 or similar 
relative to capacity of the 
carpark (existing) 

• Limit of 2 consecutive 
nights per calendar month 
on no more than 2 
occasions (change) 

• Protect the area 

• Ensure health and 
safety 

• Protect access 

Consider better definition of the 
restricted area parking sites and 
separation from these from the 
access road by way of barrier or 
fence. 

Spring Creek 
Reserve 

Prohibited • N/A • Protect the area 

• Ensure health and 
safety 

Nil 

River Reserve on 
Steam Wharf Road 

Prohibited • N/A • Protect the area 

• Protect access 

Nil 
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Site Recommendation Conditions Purpose Other Actions 
River Reserve on 
Jones Road 

Prohibited • N/A • Protect the area 

• Protect access 

Nil 

Ferry Bridge Picnic 
Area 

Prohibited • N/A • Protect the area 

• Protect access 

Nil 

Wairau Diversion 
Reserve 

Prohibited -Mouth 
 

• N/A • Protect the area 

• Ensure health and 
safety 

 Nil 

 Restricted – 
Lower reach 

• SC vehicles up to 2 
nights/4 weeks plus 
variation by application 

• SC only or also permit 
non-SC following 
installation of additional 
facilities (new) 

• Restrict numbers by 
marking out & landscaping 
defined area (new) 

• Protect the area 

• Ensure health and 
safety 

Undertake site layout landscape 
planning to better define area 
Consider installation of additional 
toilet facilities 

Rarangi Blue 
Gum/Millennium 
Rock Reserve 

Prohibited N/A • Protect the area 
 

Nil 

Picton Urban Area Prohibited N/A • Protect the area 

• Ensure health and 
safety 

• Protect access 

Nil 

 Restricted (new) 
Consider: 

• ferry precinct 

• part 44 High 
St carpark or 

• part marina 
carpark 
 

• SC vehicles 

• Overnight only 

• Consider pay by meter  

• Protect the area 

• Ensure health and 
safety 

• Protect access 

Engage with Picton Ferry Precinct 
project team to advocate for some 
on shore provision for part 
overnight parking for ferry traffic. 
Consider part of 44 High St or 
marina carparks for limited 
overnight use by SC campervans 
only and determine if legally 
possible to charge by meter.  
(e.g Barnett St carpark Wellington) 
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Site Recommendation Conditions Purpose Other Actions 
Collins Reserve 
and Freeths Road 

Prohibited 
(change) 

• N/A • Ensure health and 
safety 

• Protect access 

Nil 

Port Underwood 
Road and 
Tumbledown Bay 
Road 

Prohibited – Port 
Underwood Road 

• N/A • Ensure health and 
safety 

• Protect access 

Nil 

Queen Charlotte 
Drive 

Prohibited • N/A • Ensure health and 
safety 

• Protect access 

Nil 

Anakiwa Road 
Foreshore and 
Village Green  

Prohibited – Road 
Restricted – 
Village Green 

• SC vehicles up to 2 
consecutive nights/4 
weeks 

• Retain limited of 6/ night 

• Protect the area 

• Protect access 

Review limit of 6 and vary as 
required 

Kenepuru Sound 
Roads 

Prohibited • N/A • Ensure health and 
safety 

• Protect access 

Nil 

Double Bay 
Reserve 

Prohibited 
(change) 
 

• N/A • Protect the area 

• Protect access 

Existing Reserves Act restriction 

Ohingaroa Bay Prohibited 
(change) 

• N/A • Protect the area 

• Protect access 

Existing Reserves Act restriction  

Ohauparuparu Bay District wide 
restriction only 
(change) 

• No specific conditions • N/A Engage with DOC on the best 
management of this area 

Havelock Urban 
Area 

Prohibited • N/A • Protect the area 

• Ensure health and 
safety 

• Protect access 

 

French Pass 
Roads 

Prohibited • N/A • Ensure health and 
safety 

• Protect access 

Nil 

Alfred Stream 
Reserve 

Restricted • Limit capacity through 
existing defined parks  

• Protect the area 

• Ensure health and 

Confirm flood warning system 
Review scope for increasing 
number of defined parks. 
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Site Recommendation Conditions Purpose Other Actions 

• Provide for SC, Non-SC 
including tents 

safety 
 

Brown River 
Reserve 

Prohibited 
(change) 

• N/A • Protect the area 

• Ensure health and 
safety 

Consider working with Carluke 
Domain board to provide 
additional seasonal capacity 

Penzance Bay 
Township 

Prohibited • N/A • Protect the area 

• Ensure health and 
safety 

• Protect access 

 

Renwick Urban 
Area and Domain 

Prohibited -   
Urban Area 
Restricted – 
Domain Carpark 

• SC vehicles (change) 

• up to 2 consecutive 
nights/4 weeks on no more 
than 2 occasions (change) 
 

• Protect the area 

• Ensure health and 
safety 

• Protect access 

Review reserves Act status and 
align with Bylaw 
Review number limit at Domain 
carpark in consultation with board 

Seddon Urban 
Area and Domain 

Prohibited  
 

• N/A • Protect the area 

• Ensure health and 
safety 

• Protect access 

Work with local community if they 
desire to provide camping 
opportunities in the area 

Elterwater Reserve Remove from 
Bylaw (change) 

• N/A • Protect the area 

• Ensure health and 
safety 

• Protect access 

Contact NZTA to discuss 
ownership and management 
issues 
Support continued use including 
definition of site to limit numbers 
and provision of basic facilities   

Blarich Reserve Restricted • Provide for Non-SC and 
camping as well as SC 
vehicles 

• Protect access Review reserves Act status and 
align with Bylaw  

Ward Domain*  Restricted 
(new) 
If a charge facility 
– no bylaw 
restriction. 
 

• Provide for SC 

• Consider whether suitable 
for non-SC also and 
whether charging is a 
viable option 

• Ensure health and 
safety 

• Protect access 

*NOTE: Only to be contemplated if 
there is community support to get 
campers to stop and encourage 
greater spend in the township 
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Appendix 5: Infrastructure review 

Freedom camping site proposed minimum facility standards: 

 Non-SC Vehicles 

and Tents 

SC vehicles Explanation 

Defined site capacity (to avoid overcrowding). Essential Essential Health and safety risk if sites are 

overcrowded (fire, access/egress). 

Toilets including hand sanitiser or hand basin 

(e.g. guideline of 1 pan per 40 campers).31  

Essential Optional Hygiene and environmental effects 

without the provision of toilets. Some SC 

vehicles to not use their own facilities. 

Water supply – Must be potable and compliant 

with NZ Drinking Water Standards or have 

warning notice and boil water requirement. 

Optional 

(New supplies 

discouraged) 

Optional 

(New supplies 

discouraged) 

Poor water supplies present considerable 

risk to campers and to the Council to 

meet its ‘duty of care’. 

Rubbish containers. Optional Optional “Carry it in, carry it out” message is 

generally promoted, but rubbish 

containers can be useful in some 

circumstances. 

Washing, cooking and cleaning sink and 

disposal field. 

Optional Optional Some sites are sensitive to effects of 

inappropriate greywater disposal. 

Shelter or picnic table. Optional Optional Adds to visitor experience at a relatively 

low cost. 

Dump Stations. N/A Within 1-hour 

drive 

Essential to ensure convenient for SC 

vehicles to avoid inappropriate disposal or 

on board facilities not being used.  

Showers (cold water or screens for solar 

showers). 

Not required Not required  

 
31 Upper end of Camping Ground Regulations standard – for additional campers at busy sites 
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Recommended infrastructure improvements 

 Asset/Improvement Detail Cost Timing 

Assets     

Signs Welcome to District (1) 
Picton, Southern entrance 
Rai Saddle. 

Overall responsible camping 
messaging/ link to information. Should 
be consistent branding with other 
councils. 

3x $2000 Medium priority 

 Prohibited Roads (2) 
Port Underwood Road x 2 
Queen Charlotte Drive x 2 
Anakiwa Road x 1, Kenepuru 
Road x 1 
French Pass Road x 1. 

Higher profile/size signs retaining the 
same standard format. 

Up to 7 at 

$ 1000 

High priority 
following Bylaw 
process 

 Prohibited urban areas (2) 
Blenheim x 3, Picton x 2 
Renwick x 2, Havelock x 2 
Penzance Bay x 1, Seddon x 2. 

Higher profile/size signs retaining the 
same standard format. 

 

Up to 12 at 
$1000 

High priority 
following Bylaw 
process 

 Prohibited sites (2) 
Spring creek, Steam Wharf 
Road, Jones Road 
Ferry Bridge, Rarangi/Blue Gum 
Corner, Collins Reserve/Freeths 
Road, Double Bay Reserve, 
Ohingaroa Reserve, Brown 
River Reserve. 

Additional standard No Camping signs 
of cheaper construction with the 
expectation of vandalism. 

Up to 10 at 
$100 

High priority 
following Bylaw 
process 

Dump Stations Currently adequate provision of 
public dump points in Blenheim, 
Picton and Havelock.  

Only other possible locations to 
consider future provision may be Rai 
Valley (no Council treatment plant) and 
Seddon. 

To be 
calculated 

Possible future 
if demand 
warrants it 

Public Toilets 

 

 

District wide provision appears 
adequate. 

A number of toilets have been recently 
installed or are planned with the 
support of Tourism Infrastructure Fund. 

No provision 
required 

N/A 
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 Asset/Improvement Detail Cost Timing 

Restricted Areas (3)     

Wynen St carpark No changes unless further area 
definition is required. 

 No provision 
required 

N/A 

Taylor Dam - Upper Landscaping/area definition. Consider whether there is any means 
of screening freedom camping sites at 
upper area, from main area by way of 
fence/screen or island. Consider 
extending available area to adjacent 
grassed area below Taylor Pass Road 

$35,000 Medium priority 

Wairau Diversion 
Reserve 

Landscaping/area definition 
Additional/Improved toilet 
facilities. 

A large undefined area with a 
concentration of use adjacent to the 
day use area. Use areas could be 
better defined and landscaped with the 
potential to scale up or down areas 
available as demand varies. Additional 
toilet further upstream along diversion 
closer to where some people park 
overnight. (permanent or seasonal).  

$80,000 

 

 

 

$45,000 
(Norski) 

Initial work in 
this area 
required 
following Bylaw 
process 

Anakiwa Village 
Green 

No changes proposed.   N/A 

Alfred Stream 
Reserve 

No changes proposed unless 
defined site numbers included in 
Bylaw. 

  N/A 

Renwick Domain Adjust signage to reflect self-
containment conditions. 
 

If Council chooses to restrict site for 
SC vehicles, updated signs will be 
required. 

 $1000 

Blarich Reserve No changes proposed   N/A 

Other Sites     

Elterwater 

 

Consider future need for a 
Council provided toilet at this 
site given new planned facilities 
at Ward. 

 Liaise with NZTA regarding future 
facilities and maintenance of this site.   

 Retain current 
budget 
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Examples 

(1)  Overall responsible camping messaging signs – could be incorporated into a ‘top of the south’ common brand 

messaging approach and added to existing welcome signs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Current 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             

Example additions 
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(2) Prohibited areas - consider higher sign profile/size 

 

 

 

 

 

Current – Port Underwood Road 

 

   

Current –Grovetown lagoon 

 

 

 

 

Current – Queen Charlotte Drive        Current Freeths Road 
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(3) Restricted Areas – generally good messaging 
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